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Question 1

Student Response

Commentary

This question proved less of a straight forward opener for some candidates. A small number
did not seem to be aware of the two aspects need to solve this problem. On average
candidates scored just under 80% of the total mark available.

The solution shown above illustrates an excellent solution. Units are used throughout the
conversion. Variables are defined clearly and the appropriate formulas are used. A ‘perfect’
answer.
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Commentary

On average candidates scored just under 80% of the mark available for this question. A good
response though candidates who refuse to use the aid of a sketch always come unstuck.
Candidates should be encouraged to label diagrams with clear directions for tensions or
compressions.

In the example above the candidate has used clearly labelled diagrams. They identified the
tension and compression at the start of the question. Almost all candidates correctly
identified AC in compression and BC in tension. Some candidates formulated the correct
equations but then slipped up on the Pure Mathematics skills required to solve them. In this
example clear working out is shown with equations stated. The solution scored full marks but
it could still be improved by stating both where and in which direction the forces are to be
resolved, before forming the equations.
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Question 3

Student Response

.



Commentary

On average candidates scored 75% of the mark available. Part a) proved very successful
with all candidates. Several types of errors occurred in part b):

 Fxr rather than r x F
 Use of the wrong r – either the negative of the correct r or the coordinates of P
 Expanding the correct determinant but omitting a crucial negative sign

Many candidates gave good explanations for b)ii) – candidates who dropped marks in b)i) did
recover here on a follow through principle.

In the example shown the candidate has used he coordinates of P rather than the correct r
vector. They still score two marks out of the four available as they have shown their ability to
expan a determinant. In b)ii) the candidate scores both marks as they have simply used their
incorrect answer from b)i) – hence no further error. The explanation is good too.
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Commentary

On average candidates scored 67% of the mark available. It was disappointing to see a
significant number of candidates made heavy weather of this question. It is crucial that
formulas which are stated in the formula book should be learnt. A number of candidates
started from first principles and needed to do a lot of work to score the first mark. Many who
chose this approach could not always complete the integration particularly if they had left the
integrand as a function of y.

In the example shown the candidate does not state any formula to start with for part a).
However they do build up the required integral correctly. Good step by step explanation.
They have also correctly recognised the need for integration by parts with the correct limits. It
is very rare to see this method fully used correctly.

Part b) was successful for all candidates.
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Commentary

This proved to be of equal difficulty as the rotational dynamics questions. Part a) was the
most successful though candidates must be aware to show full working when a printed
answer is given. In the second part the principles of moments were understood though not
always applied fully successfully. Common errors were:

 Inconsistent directions
 Failure to understand what to do with the couple of magnitude 20NM
 Using the magnitude of the resultant rather than the required x component

It was disappointing to see very few candidates attempt a vector equation. When it was
attempted quite often only the right hand side was given. On average candidates scored 60%
of the mark available.

In the example shown the candidate completes part a) correctly. They have used a sketch of
a right angled triangle to deal with the exact trigonometrical values (rather than a calculator
and rounded values). In part b)i) the total moment of the system is obtained correctly with
consistent use of signs. The error occurs by using the resultant magnitude of the forces
rather than the x component. In b)ii) the candidate correctly states the vector equation,
although misses out the ‘r = ‘. No penalty as given for this as few candidates managed to
even identify the structure.
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Commentary

Very much a hit or miss question. Many candidates were awarded full marks others struggled
to gain just a few. On average candidates scoed just under 60% of the mark available. Part
a) was the best attempted part with good clear explanations from most candidates. The
example shown was one of the best seen – step by step explanation.

Part b) resulted in varied methods with the most successful using the ratio of areas in relation
to the various masses. Those who used integration again with different limits were often
successful. This candidate has chosen the ratio approach and explains the method fully –
very efficient.

Part c) wrong footed many candidates who thought that the parallel axis theorem should be
used. This candidate correctly isdentifies the perpendicular axis theorem.
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Commentary

On average candidates scored just under 60% of the mark available. An improvement on last
year. Parts a) and b)i) were well attempted with good clear reasoning and explanation. This
candidate clearly shows the formulas used and then applies them correctly.

In b)ii) candidates sometimes struggled in their attempts to differentiate – surprising given
that it is a standard procedure. This candidate has chosen to do this in an unusual way with
and application of the chain rule. Correct notation is used and the correct answer is obtained.

In iii) and iv) a mark was sometimes dropped through incorrect signs, particularly in iv). Only
the stronger candidates were able to attempt these parts. This candidate uses clearly
labelled diagrams – essential if the correct answer is to be obtained.
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